CARDHOLDER APPLICATION PROCESS

Please be informed of two new processes that involve Nevada cardholders and medical marijuana cards.

NO MORE DMV
Cardholders no longer need to visit the DMV for card processing. The Division and the DMV interfaced data systems so that Medical Marijuana cards will be mailed directly to cardholders automatically.

ONLINE CARDHOLDER REGISTRATION
Applying, paying for, and getting a medical marijuana approval is now available by using the MMR’s Online Registry.

From the Registry homepage (go to http://dpbh.nv.gov) and click the Online Cardholder Registry (CLICK HERE). Cardholders can manage their own accounts by scanning in their driver’s license, and downloading and printing their application. Cardholders are still required to secure a Healthcare Provider’s recommendation and sign the waiver and acknowledgment. This process requires, a computer and or smart phone, printer/scanner, and internet access.

When all pages of the application are complete, applicants can scan and upload them directly to the MMR portal for approval. The time it takes the program to issue Letters of Approval can vary for each application. We recommend that you submit a complete and accurate application, as this will help expedite the process. Once an application is approved, cardholders may print their approval letter for use in dispensaries for up to 60 days or until their card arrives in the mail (see above).